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The most successful coach in college basketball history shares his complete coaching
philosophy and demonstrates how to apply it to the leadership and team-building
challenges in one's professional and personal life, emphasizing the three key
principles of Play Hard, Play Smart, and Play Together.
In the 1970s, feminist slogans proclaimed “Sisterhood is powerful,” and women’s
historians searched through the historical archives to recover stories of solidarity
and sisterhood. However, as feminist scholars have started taking a more
intersectional approach—acknowledging that no woman is simply defined by her
gender and that affiliations like race, class, and sexual identity are often equally
powerful—women’s historians have begun to offer more varied and nuanced
narratives. The ten original essays in U.S. Women's History represent a crosssection of current research in the field. Including work from both emerging and
established scholars, this collection employs innovative approaches to study both the
causes that have united American women and the conflicts that have divided them.
Some essays uncover little-known aspects of women’s history, while others offer a
fresh take on familiar events and figures, from Rosa Parks to Take Back the Night
marches. Spanning the antebellum era to the present day, these essays vividly
convey the long histories and ongoing relevance of topics ranging from women’s
immigration to incarceration, from acts of cross-dressing to the activism of feminist
mothers. This volume thus not only untangles the threads of the sisterhood mythos,
it weaves them into a multi-textured and multi-hued tapestry that reflects the
breadth and diversity of U.S. women’s history.
2014 NAACP Image Award Winner: Outstanding Literary Work – Biography /
Auto Biography 2013 Letitia Woods Brown Award from the Association of Black
Women Historians Choice Top 25 Academic Titles for 2013 The definitive political
biography of Rosa Parks examines her six decades of activism, challenging
perceptions of her as an accidental actor in the civil rights movement Presenting a
corrective to the popular notion of Rosa Parks as the quiet seamstress who, with a
single act, birthed the modern civil rights movement, Theoharis provides a revealing
window into Parks’s politics and years of activism. She shows readers how this civil
rights movement radical sought—for more than a half a century—to expose and
eradicate the American racial-caste system in jobs, schools, public services, and
criminal justice.
A chronologically arranged publication of King's writings follows his doctoral work
at Boston University through his first year as pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery, and includes his beginning years of social justice efforts
and marriage. UP.
Leadership Lessons from a Life in Coaching
An Exploration of the Dilemma Within the African-American Community
The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Volume VII
Capitalism and Classical Social Theory, Second Edition
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Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, William J. Clinton, 1996, Book
2, July 1 to December 31, 1996
Freedom Rights
Presents thirty-nine full-text addresses by women who spoke out while the struggle
for civil rights was at its most intense. Many are published or transcribed from
audio tape for the first time. Each speech is preceded by an introduction of the
speaker and occasion that highlights key biographical and background details. The
collection also provides a general introduction that places these public addresses
in context.
"A history of Black women's struggle to achieve voting rights in the United States,
identifying key heroines who contributed to the suffrage movement, as well as
their communities"-One of the largest southern cities and a hub for the cotton industry, Memphis,
Tennessee, was at the forefront of black political empowerment during the Jim
Crow era. Compared to other cities in the South, Memphis had an unusually large
number of African American voters. Black Memphians sought reform at the ballot
box, formed clubs, ran for office, and engaged in voter registration and education
activities from the end of the Civil War through the Brown v. Board of Education
decision of 1954. In this groundbreaking book, Elizabeth Gritter examines how and
why black Memphians mobilized politically in the period between Reconstruction
and the beginning of the civil rights movement. Gritter illuminates, in particular,
the efforts and influence of Robert R. Church Jr., an affluent Republican and
founder of the Lincoln League, and the notorious Memphis political boss Edward H.
Crump. Using these two men as lenses through which to view African American
political engagement, this volume explores how black voters and their leaders both
worked with and opposed the white political machine at the ballot box. River of
Hope challenges persisting notions of a "Solid South" of white Democratic control
by arguing that the small but significant number of black southerners who retained
the right to vote had more influence than scholars have heretofore assumed.
Gritter's nuanced study presents a fascinating view of the complex nature of
political power during the Jim Crow era and provides fresh insight into the efforts of
the individuals who laid the foundation for civil rights victories in the 1950s and
'60s.
An invaluable resource that documents the Black Power Movement by its cultural
representation and promotion of self-determination and self-defense, and
showcases the movement's influence on Black communities in America from 1965
to the mid-1970s. • Gives students and general readers a comprehensive overview
of the Black Power Movement and an understanding of its importance within the
turbulence and politics of the 1960s and 1970s in the United States as well as in
the context of modern-day civil rights • Provides insight into important concepts
such as Black self-determination, Black consciousness, independent Black politics,
and independent institutions • Features contributions from premier Black Power
scholars as well as Black Power activists • Offers topical and biographical entries, a
timeline of events, and a bibliography of key print and nonprint sources of
additional information
Negroes with Guns
The Generation Before the Civil Rights Movement in the South
The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Volume II
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Contemporary Sociological Theory
Black Women's Battle for the Ballot Box
Citizen Heroes and the State of the Union
Print News and Raise Hell
"Owen Dwyer and Derek Alderman examine civil rights memorials as cultural landscapes, offering
the first book-length critical reading of the monuments, museums, parts, streets, and sites dedicated to
the African-American struggle for civil rights and interpreting them is the context of the Movement's
broader history and its current scene. In paying close attention to which stories, people, and places
are remembered and which are forgotten, the authors present an engaging account of an
unforgettable story."--BOOK JACKET.
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States
In his seminal article “Freedom Then, Freedom Now,” renowned civil rights historian Steven F.
Lawson described his vision for the future study of the civil rights movement. Lawson called for a
deeper examination of the social, economic, and political factors that influenced the movement’s
development and growth. He urged his fellow scholars to connect the “local with the national, the
political with the social,” and to investigate the ideological origins of the civil rights movement, its
internal dynamics, the role of women, and the significance of gender and sexuality. In Freedom
Rights: New Perspectives on the Civil Rights Movement, editors Danielle L. McGuire and John
Dittmer follow Lawson’s example, bringing together the best new scholarship on the modern civil
rights movement. The work expands our understanding of the movement by engaging issues of local
and national politics, gender and race relations, family, community, and sexuality. The volume
addresses cultural, legal, and social developments and also investigates the roots of the movement.
Each essay highlights important moments in the history of the struggle, from the impact of the Young
Women’s Christian Association on integration to the use of the arts as a form of activism. Freedom
Rights not only answers Lawson’s call for a more dynamic, interactive history of the civil rights
movement, but it also helps redefine the field.
Contains the papers and speeches of the 42d President of the United States as issued by the Office of
the Press Secretary during the period July 1-December 31, 1996. Includes indexes. Item 574-A.
Related items: Public Papers of the Presidents collection can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/public-papers-presidents
In a Generous Spirit
Honored Guests
A Biography
A Radical Democratic Vision
New Perspectives on the Civil Rights Movement
Untangling the Threads of Sisterhood
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and statements of the President",
1956-1992.
Most texts on classical social theory offer exhaustive coverage of every possible
theorist, making it difficult to use the book in one semester. Capitalism and
Classical Social Theory, Second Edition represents a departure from this
approach by offering solid coverage of the classical triumvirate (Marx, Durkheim,
and Weber), but also extending the canon strategically to include Simmel, four
early female theorists, and the writings of Du Bois. The result is a manageable,
but thorough, examination of the key classical theorists. The second edition has
been updated throughout and includes two new chapters: one on Weber and
rationalization, and one on Du Bois and his writings on race. A new concluding
chapter links classical theory to current developments in capitalism during an age
of austerity.
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A stirring new portrait of one of the most important black leaders of the twentieth
century introduces readers to the fiery woman who inspired generations of
activists. (Social Science)
• A NCSS/CBC Notable Social Studies Trade Book • Winner of Bank Street
College of Education's Flora Stieglitz Straus Award for excellence in nonfiction •
A Chicago Public Library Best Informational Book for Older Readers • Shortlist
for inaugural Goddard Riverside CBC Youth Book Prize for Social Justice •
Finalist, Jane Addams Children’s Book Award In 1854, Elizabeth "Lizzie" Jennings,
an African American schoolteacher, fought back when she was unjustly denied
entry to a New York City streetcar, sparking the beginnings of the long struggle
to gain equal rights on public transportation. One hundred years before Rosa
Parks took her stand, Elizabeth "Lizzie" Jennings tried to board a streetcar in New
York City on her way to church. Though there were plenty of empty seats, she was
denied entry, assaulted, and threatened all because of her race--even though New
York was a free state at that time. Lizzie decided to fight back. She told her story,
took her case to court--where future president Chester Arthur represented
her--and won! Her victory was the first recorded in the fight for equal rights on
public transportation, and Lizzie's case set a precedent. Author Beth Anderson
and acclaimed illustrator E. B. Lewis bring this inspiring, little-known story to life
in this captivating book.
Addresses and Public Papers of James Grubbs Martin, Governor of North
Carolina: 1985-1989
Black Women, Rape, and Resistance- a New History of the Civil Rights Movement
from Rosa Parks to the Rise of Black Power
Black Politics and the Memphis Freedom Movement, 1865--1954
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: William J. Clinton, 1995
Elizabeth Jennings Fights for Streetcar Rights
Cutting Along the Color Line
U.S. Women's History

The American Educational History Journal is a peer-reviewed,
national research journal devoted to the examination of
educational topics using perspectives from a variety of
disciplines. The editors of AEHJ encourage communication
between scholars from numerous disciplines, nationalities,
institutions, and backgrounds. Authors come from a variety
of disciplines including political science, curriculum,
history, philosophy, teacher education, and educational
leadership. Acceptance for publication in AEHJ requires that
each author present a well-articulated argument that deals
substantively with questions of educational history. AEHJ
accepts papers of two types. The first consists of papers
that are presented each year at our annual meeting. The
second type consists of general submission papers received
throughout the year. General submission papers may be
submitted at any time. They will not, however, undergo the
review process until January when papers presented at the
annual conference are also due for review and potential
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publication. For more information about the Organization of
Educational Historians (OEH) and its annual conference,
visit the OEH web site at: www.edhistorians.org.
The most comprehensive state project of its kind, the
Dictionary provides information on some 4,000 notable North
Carolinians whose accomplishments and occasional misdeeds
span four centuries. Much of the bibliographic information
found in the six
The proof of any group's importance to history is in the
detail, a fact made plain by this informative book's day-byday documentation of the impact of African Americans on life
in the United States. * More than 365 chronologically
arranged entries featuring events and information about
African Americans * An introduction that overviews the
importance of African American history in a day-by-day
approach * A preface that explains the scope, methodology,
and rationale for coverage * Primary source excerpts for
some events and two vetted books and websites for all events
A southern black community's struggle to defend itself
against racist groups.
Bullyocracy
How Big-Time College Sports Cheat Students, Taxpayers, and
Academics
Lizzie Demands a Seat!
Black Power Encyclopedia: From "Black is Beautiful" to Urban
Uprisings [2 volumes]
Rosa Parks
Rediscovering Precious Values, July 1951 - November 1955
A First-person Biography of Myra Page
Dorothy Markey's family and culture prepared her to be a proper southern lady. Yet
Markey broke free of her cultural bonds and became, instead, a feminist, a communist,
and, under the pen name Myra Page, a radical journalist and novelist. Her activism on
behalf of social justice, racial equality, and women's rights spanned the 1920s through
her death in 1993. Page's work carried her far from her Virginia home to Moscow,
Mexico, the rural South, and New York. As a journalist she wrote for the Daily Worker,
the New Masses, Working Woman, and Southern Worker. Her novels captured workers'
struggles in an authentic voice: The Gathering Storm, Daughter of the Hills, and
Moscow Yankee. With consummate skill, Christina Baker weaves together historical
research, her own and others' conversations with Page, and Page's letters and other
writings. The resulting narrative is a vivid recreation of the life of an uncommon woman
and her more than seventy years of striving for the things she believed in.
Bestselling author Donald Jeffries turns his critical eye onto the topic of bullying to
show how teachers, principals, and other school officials invariably side with the bullies
in the most egregious cases, instead of protecting the victims. He also shows how
many so-called anti-bullying activists and nearly all the professional "experts" excuse
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bullying and in fact laud sociopathic behavior in general. As Jeffries demonstrates, this
curious phenomenon is due to the power and influence of the social hierarchy, and it
revolves to a great extent around the enduring popularity of sports. Jeffries talked to
parents who'd battled a system that logically should have been working for them, some
of whom lost a child to bullycide, the term for children who kill themselves over
bullying. His investigation into what has become one of the most talked about issues in
America is as explosive and controversial as anything he has written.
Another addition to the Southern Women series, Alabama Women celebrates women's
histories in the Yellowhammer State by highlighting the lives and contributions of
women and enriching our understanding of the past and present. Exploring such
subjects as politics, arts, and civic organizations, this collection of eighteen
biographical essays provides a window into the social, cultural, and geographic milieux
of women's lives in Alabama. Featured individuals include Augusta Evans Wilson, Maria
Fearing, Julia S. Tutwiler, Margaret Murray Washington, Pattie Ruffner Jacobs, Ida E.
Brandon Mathis, Ruby Pickens Tartt, Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald, Sara Martin Mayfield, Bess
Bolden Walcott, Virginia Foster Durr, Rosa Parks, Lurleen Burns Wallace, Margaret
Charles Smith, and Harper Lee. Contributors: -Nancy Grisham Anderson on Harper Lee
-Harriet E. Amos Doss on the enslaved women surgical patients of J. Marion Sims
-Wayne Flynt and Marlene Hunt Rikard on Pattie Ruffner Jacobs -Caroline Gebhard on
Bess Bolden Walcott -Staci Simon Glover on the immigrant women in metropolitan
Birmingham -Sharony Green on the Townsend Family -Sheena Harris on Margaret
Murray Washington -Christopher D. Haveman on the women of the Creek Removal Era
-Kimberly D. Hill on Maria Fearing -Tina Naremore Jones on Ruby Pickens Tartt -Jenny
M. Luke on Margaret Charles Smith -Rebecca Cawood McIntyre on Zelda Sayre
Fitzgerald and Sara Martin Mayfield -Rebecca S. Montgomery on Ida E. Brandon Mathis
-Paul M. Pruitt Jr. on Julia S. Tutwiler -Susan E. Reynolds on Augusta Evans Wilson
-Patricia Sullivan on Virginia Foster Durr -Jeanne Theoharis on Rosa Parks -Susan
Youngblood Ashmore on Lurleen Burns Wallace
Intercollegiate Athletics, Inc. examines the corrupting influence and damaging financial
effects of big-time intercollegiate athletics, especially football and to a lesser extent
basketball, on American higher education. Including historical and contemporary
perspectives, the book traces the growth of intercollegiate sports from largely studentrun activities supervised by faculty to the gargantuan, taxpayer-supported spectacles
that now dominate many public universities. It investigates the regressive student fees
that have helped subsidize big-time sports at public universities and prop up
chronically unprofitable athletic departments, as well as the corrosive effects of
athletics on the university’s academic enterprise. A review of the alleged salutary
effects of massive sports programs, such as spurring alumni donations and student
applications, reveals that such benefits are largely illusory, more myth than real. The
book also pays special attention to the often prescient, if largely unsuccessful,
opponents of these developments, and considers the alternatives to big-time athletics,
from abolition to professionalization to club sports. Students, scholars, sports fans, and
those interested in learning how big-time football and basketball have cast such an
enormous—and often baleful—shadow upon American colleges and universities will profit
from this provocative and engagingly written book.
North Carolina Women
River of Hope
At the Dark End of the Street
Intercollegiate Athletics, Inc.
Lifting As We Climb
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Birth of a New Age, December 1955-December 1956
The Black Papers
Includes a timeline of critical people and events in Rosa Parks's life
Offers a
bibliography of archival, newspaper, documentary, secondary, and internet resources
In 1982, Ronald Reagan invited Lenny Skutnick-the government employee who dove
into the icy waters of the Potomac River to rescue passengers following the crash of
Air Florida Flight 90-to sit with First Lady Nancy Reagan in the House of
Representatives balcony during the State of the Union address. Since that time,
presidents have found it useful during major addresses to recognize ordinary citizens
responsible for extraordinary acts of citizenship. In this book, Stephen Frantzich tells
the fascinating stories of forty of the heroes who have earned this presidential
recognition and explores the larger context of whether they represent a presidential
gimmick or a touchstone with the American spirit. Taken together, the stories of how
they got there, their decision to allow themselves to be used as symbols, and the
impact of the recognition tells a great deal about the presidency, politics, and the role
of heroes in American society.
During the 1970s, grassroots women activists in and outside of prisons forged a
radical politics against gender violence and incarceration. Emily L. Thuma traces the
making of this anticarceral feminism at the intersections of struggles for racial and
economic justice, prisoners’ and psychiatric patients’ rights, and gender and sexual
liberation. All Our Trials explores the organizing, ideas, and influence of those who
placed criminalized and marginalized women at the heart of their antiviolence
mobilizations. This activism confronted a "tough on crime" political agenda and
clashed with the mainstream women’s movement’s strategy of resorting to the
criminal legal system as a solution to sexual and domestic violence. Drawing on
extensive archival research and first-person narratives, Thuma weaves together the
stories of mass defense campaigns, prisoner uprisings, broad-based local coalitions,
national gatherings, and radical print cultures that cut through prison walls. In the
process, she illuminates a crucial chapter in an unfinished struggle––one that
continues in today’s movements against mass incarceration and in support of
transformative justice.
First in a series of 14 volumes, this book contains the complete texts of King's
letters, speeches, sermons, student papers, and other articles. The papers range
chronologically from his childhood to his young manhood. An introductory
biographical essay presents a broad picture of the events that the documents
themselves cover, while extensive annotations of the documents deal with specific
details of King's life during these years. The passion that drove him is observable in
nearly every document. ISBN 0-520-07950-7:
The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Volume III
A Reference Guide to Events
The Daily Tar Heel and the Evolution of a Modern University
Their Lives and Times--Volume 2
African American History Day by Day
To Save the Soul of America, January 1961 August 1962
All Our Trials

The Black papers examines the Institution of racism in the
United States from a historical context and addresses its
culpability for the downfall of the Black community and the
disconnect of its people. The author asserts that the incestuous
relationship between Black leaders and the establishment has
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hampered the efforts of grassroots organizations to challenge
effectively the systematic discrimination as related to members
of the Black community. The material discussed is direct and
offers a thorough assessment of racism and its devastating
effect on an entire community.
A history of America's civil rights movement traces the pivotal
influence of sexual violence that victimized African American
women for centuries, revealing Rosa Parks's contributions as an
anti-rape activist years before her heroic bus protest.
cent Speak Now Against the Day. His book is a stunning
achievement: a sprawling, engrossing, deeply moving account of
those Southerners, black and white, who raised their voices to
challenge the South's racial mores. . . . (This) is an eloquent
and passionate book, and . . . one we cannot afford to
forget".--Charles B. Dew, New York Times Book Review.
Dictionary of North Carolina BiographyUniv of North Carolina
Press
The Carolina Way
The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks
Their Lives and Times
Women and the Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1965
Prisons, Policing, and the Feminist Fight to End Violence
Speak Now Against the Day
Dictionary of North Carolina Biography

Today, black-owned barber shops play a central role in African American public life. The
intimacy of commercial grooming encourages both confidentiality and camaraderie, which
make the barber shop an important gathering place for African American men to talk freely. But
for many years preceding and even after the Civil War, black barbers endured a measure of
social stigma for perpetuating inequality: though the profession offered economic mobility to
black entrepreneurs, black barbers were obliged by custom to serve an exclusively white
clientele. Quincy T. Mills traces the lineage from these nineteenth-century barbers to the
bustling enterprises of today, demonstrating that the livelihood offered by the service economy
was crucial to the development of a black commercial sphere and the barber shop as a
democratic social space. Cutting Along the Color Line chronicles the cultural history of black
barber shops as businesses and civic institutions. Through several generations of barbers,
Mills examines the transition from slavery to freedom in the nineteenth century, the early
twentieth-century expansion of black consumerism, and the challenges of professionalization,
licensing laws, and competition from white barbers. He finds that the profession played a
significant though complicated role in twentieth-century racial politics: while the services of
shaving and grooming were instrumental in the creation of socially acceptable black
masculinity, barbering permitted the financial independence to maintain public spaces that
fostered civil rights politics. This sweeping, engaging history of an iconic cultural establishment
shows that black entrepreneurship was intimately linked to the struggle for equality.
Moment of Truth When Rosa Parks was growing up in Montgomery, Alabama, she hated the
unfair rules that black people had to live by -- like drinking out of special water fountains and
riding in the back of the bus. Years later, Rosa Parks changed the lives of African American in
Montgomery -- and all across America -- with one courageous act. On a December evening in
1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up her bus seat to a white passenger. She was arrested and
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put in jail. But Rosa Parks fought back, along with many other African Americans. After a long
struggle, their heroic efforts launched the modern Civil Rights Movement. How could one quiet,
gentle woman have started it all? This is her story.
"This first of two volumes on North Carolina women chronicles the influence and
accomplishments of individual women from the pre-Revolutionary period through the early 20th
century. They represent a range of social and economic backgrounds, political stances, areas
of influence, and geographical regions within the state. Even though North Carolina remained
mostly rural until well into the twentieth century and the lives of most women centered on farm,
family, and church, Gillespie and McMillen note that the state's people "exhibited a progressive
streak that positively influenced women." Public funds were set aside to advance statewide
education, private efforts after the Civil War led to the founding of numerous black schools and
colleges, and in 1891 the General Assembly chartered the State Normal and Industrial School
(later UNC-G) as one of the first publicly funded colleges for white women. By the late 19th
century, as several essays in this volume reveal, education played a pivotal role in the lives of
many white and black women. It inspired their activism and involvement in a world beyond their
traditional domestic sphere"-For over 125 years, the Daily Tar Heel has chronicled life at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and at times pushed and prodded the university community on issues of local,
state, and national significance. Thousands of students have served on its staff, many of whom
have gone on to prominent careers in journalism and other influential fields. Print News and
Raise Hell engagingly narrates the story of the newspaper's development and the contributions
of many of the people associated with it. Kenneth Joel Zogry shows how the paper has
wrestled over the years with challenges to academic freedom, freedom of speech, and
freedom of the press, while confronting issues such as the evolution of race, gender, and
sexual equality on campus and long-standing concerns about the role of major athletics at an
institution of higher learning. The story of the paper, the social media platform of its day,
uncovers many dramatic but perhaps forgotten events at UNC since the late nineteenth
century, and along with many photographs and cartoons not published for decades, opens a
fascinating window into Tar Heel history. Examining how the campus and the paper have dealt
with many challenging issues for more than a century, Zogry reveals the ways in which the
history of the Daily Tar Heel is deeply intertwined with the past and present of the nation's
oldest public university.
How the Social Hierarchy Enables Bullies to Rule Schools, Work Places, and Society at Large
American Educational History Journal
Civil Rights Memorials and the Geography of Memory
Papers from the ... NCA Convention
Ella Baker and the Black Freedom Movement
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, William J. Clinton
Volume 44 # 1 & 2

Introducing readers to the most important thinkers and schools of thought in
contemporary sociological theory – from Parsons and Merton to the Frankfurt
School to Foucault, Bourdieu, Giddens and Hochschild – this accessible textbook
firmly locates key ideas in social, political and historical context. By doing so, it
helps students understand the development of central sociological concepts and
how they can help us understand the contemporary world. The book includes:
Lively biographical sections to help readers get to know each thinker Clear and
easy-to-understand accounts of each theorist’s arguments - and the most common
criticisms Key concept boxes highlighting the most influential ideas This
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comprehensive textbook brings the diverse field of contemporary sociological
theory to life. Essential reading for all students in Sociology and Sociological
Theory.
Collects the personal papers of Martin Luther King Jr. from January 1961 to August
1962, that sees King stop participating in Freedom Rides and his arrest in Albany.
Alabama Women
Black Barbers and Barber Shops in America
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